
 

Felling and Harvesting Timber 

Timber goes through a complex process before it is ready for our use.  

There are 3 main steps to producing usable timber.  

1. Felled  
2. Conversion  
3. Seasoned  

1. Felling also known as logging  

o Trees are felled, cut down by machinery.  
o Most felling is done by huge machinery, to increase productivity and reduce accidents.  
o As well as felling the trees the machinery can also trim the logs removing branches.  
o The felled logs are then transported from the forest to the saw mill.  
o Some felled logs are chipped down and are used pulped down to be manufactured into 

paper.  

 

 

 

 

2. Conversion is the process that logs become planks within a sawmill.  

o The logs are sorted and graded. Depending on the lot it will be turned, trimmed and the 
bark removed.  

o The conversion process is calculated using computer systems to ensure the most timber is 
retrieved from the log resulting in the minimum wastage know as optimisation.  

o The removed bark and excess timber after conversion is chipped down and compressed 
into wood pellets that can be used as fuel.  

o A series of band-saws and scanners are used to convert the log into usable timber.  
o The main part of the log is cut into planks and then cross cut.  
o The planks are sorted into bales of similar sizes, staked up and labelled ready to be 

seasoned. 



 

 

3. Seasoning  

o This process dries out the wood planks (those that have not been seasoned are called 
'green'.)  

o Seasoning removes the moisture contents from the planks.  
o Seasoning can be done by kiln or air drying. With both processes spacers are used to 

separate the logs to ensure air flow and keep the logs straight.  

 

 

Air-drying involves the separated planks placed in a cool, dry and shaded place. Mineral oil is 
sometimes added to the end of the planks to reduce splitting and control the loss of 
moisture. The weather and climate has an effect on the time required to season the timber. 

Kiln-drying is a faster and more controlled method of removing moisture. By heating the 
timber within the kiln, the timber is seasoned and the drying time is reduced from months to 
days. 

 


